Culture of Maintenance
• Problems with checklists – they are never a substitute for experience.
• Easy to misinterpret the presence of products, tools or services as the quality of products,
tools or services.
• Check lists can never contain all the possible problems (many of which have similar causes).

• Monitoring works and cuts costs – but only if applied uniformly and you are
monitoring the right factors.
•
•
•
•

Drilling problems foretell integrity problems.
Produced water analysis spots changes in flowing equilibrium or fluid sources.
Consider changes in a produced fluid in a trend, not a single point tell-tale. .
Detail what comes out of a well – equipment, tools, fluids – what stories do they tell about
the presence of solids, fluids or blockages downhole.
• Look for repurposed wells – sometimes the repurpose did not fit the original design.
• Rank T/A wells, plug those that are depleted, non-repairable or painfully non-economic.
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Checklists – high expectations but poor adherence?
• Even the best
checklists
cannot cover
everything.
• Example from
cementing – all
known points –
but desire for
speed often
weakens cement
isolation.
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What is a Culture of Maintenance?
It differs with the industry involved.
• Objectives

• Example - Prevent unintentional releases of fluids through activities including:

• Monitoring of selected system integrity (periodic pressure tests, non-destructive testing, etc.)
• Predictive models based on system chemical, physical and operational parameters – and
included a learning loop. Must be connected to a responsible person.
• Identify specific approvals necessary for operations outside of accepted parameters after
consult with subject matter experts (SME’s).

• Barriers that can “catch” unintended releases (this should be a secondary objective, but may rise
in importance with difficulty in predicting problems).

• Mechanical and administrative check & balance for corrosion prediction and control.
(This must be more than a check the box exercise – needs to be supported by mandatory education
that identifies occurrence and impact (including reputation)

• Actions – must be from a list that describe but is not confined to known or
common problems.
• Results – if problems that result in releases are not decreasing, the culture
of maintenance system is poorly constructed and must be redone.
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Oilfield Examples
• Starts in the design phase:
•
•
•
•
•

What are the major problems expected?
Can design changes prevent or minimize the problems?
What changes are need to make monitoring, treating or repairing easier?
Is training sufficient?
What are the hand-off points and are the required maintenance points being
effectively communicated.

• Corrosion is the most common and most damaging action in the oil
industry. Is the best control a change in design or response activities (e.g.,
corrosion control programs).
• Scale, erosion, abrasion, vandalism, weather, and offset operations are
often factors. – Each well may need a different set of circumstances.

Culture of Maintenance – bottom line
• Responsibility, education, commitment, management support and
sufficient resources are the strongest drivers for a successful culture
of maintenance.
• A reviewed learnings loop is very critical – your problems will not stay
the same.

